Abstract-An essential problem of imitation is that of determining "what to imitate", i.e. to determine which of the many features of the demonstration are relevant to the task and which should be reproduced. The strategy followed by the imitator can be modeled as a hierarchical optimization system, which minimizes the discrepancy between two multidimensional datasets. We consider imitation of a manipulation task. To classify across manipulation strategies, we apply a probabilistic analysis to data in Cartesian and joint spaces. We determine a general metric that optimizes the policy of task reproduction, following strategy determination. The model successfully discovers strategies in six different manipulation tasks and controls task reproduction by a full body humanoid robot.
I. INTRODUCTION
This work aims at developing a general policy to drive robot learning by imitation and robot programming through demonstration. It follows a trend of research that aims at defining a mathematical framework for imitation learning [ll] , [13] .
Imitation learning needs to address the following three key questions: "what to imitate", "how to imitate" and "when to imitate" [ll] . Previous work has essentially focused on the question of "how to imitate". The imitation mechanism was, then, aimed at a precise reproduction of a pre-specified suh-set of task features, such as handobject actions (picking up a block, rotating the block), [9] , [16] , [15] , [lo] , state-actions (tum left, move forward) [6] , [7] , the path followed by the manipulated object [Z] , [ U ] and the joint trajectories of the demonstrator's motion [5] , [SI, which could he reproduced by pre-defined motor programs. The present work aims at complementing previous work and at addressing the question of "what to imitate", by defining a general policy for learning which of the features of the task are'relevant to the reproduction.
Recent work by (Alissandrakis et al., 2002) [1] illustrated nicely the problem of determining "what to imitate" in a chess world case-study, in which the imitator agent can follow either of three strategies, end-point level, trajectory level, path level, to reproduce either subparts or the complete path followed by the demonstrator. We follow a similar taxonomy and apply it to the learning and reproduction of a manipulation task by a humanoid robot.
We take the perspective that the features of the movements to imitate are those that appear most frequently, i.e. the invariants in time.
The model builds upon previous work [3] , [4] and is composed of a hierarchical time delay neural network that extracts invariant features from a manipulation task performed by a human demonstrator. The system analyzes the Carthesian trajectories of the objects and the joint trajectories of the demonstrator's arms. By comparing the probabilities of occurrence of the different events, the model determines whether the goals' of the manipulation task are: a) to move a specific object, h) to move the objects in a specific direction, c) to move the objects in a specific sequence, d) to perform a specific gesture. The observation of the manipulation task is then used to drive the reproduction of the task by a full body humanoid robot.
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
A typical imitation experiment consists first of the demonstrator performing the task with the robot observing and extracting the relevant steps of the demonstration.
After a signal signifying the end of the demonstration, the robot reproduces only the part of the demonstration found significant. In the work presented here, the demonstrator performs a manipulation of three color boxes (green, pink and yellow) on a table stand, see Figure 1 . The demonstrator performs five types of manipulation tasks, in which he either: 1) moves only a specific box, irrespective of the direction of movement or the hand used to move the box, 2) moves all boxes in a specific direction (along the x, y or z-axis) 3) moves the boxes in a specific sequence (boxl, box2, bOx3), 4) moves all boxes using the same hand-box relationship (use the left hand only, or use the hand closest to the target), 5) moves all boxes following a specific gesture, i.e.
following a specific joint trajectoly, irrespective of the location and orientation in space (e.g. clapping the hands before moving a box, drawing a circle in the a i before touching the box), see Figure 1 . The demonstrator repeats each manipulation task five times, in order to make the interesting feature salient. The robot repeats only the invariant across the different demonstration and does not simply copy the whole sequence. 
FORMALISM

A. Metric of Inzitation
The imitation task can be decomposed in an obsemation process and a reproduction process. The observation process categorizes the dataset following levels of imitation 1 = l,..,L and strategies. For each level of imitation I , a set of strategies sl = s l l , . . , s is associated. We define k .
the imitation metric M as a weighted sum of level-and strategy-dependent metrics M,, , .
i (4)
The observation process determines the weights of the metric, according to the probability P(sl,) of observing (6) Then, the reproduction process chooses the goal of the reproduction with a probability P'(slj), such that P'(.T ) -
Probabilities
are normalized such that xf&x;=l P(s. ) = 1. The residual is the probability
of seeing a random strategy:
B. Imitation Strategies In the manipulation task considered here, the dataset We consider four levels of imitation ll,..,14, to which
reproducing only the goal, reaching for the same box (sl1) or for the same set of boxes in sequence (sI ), irrespective of the path followed by the box and the gesture. Swji(r) = a .y,(t) . y j ( t ) (13) (1. i&D",P*"ed incremented.
The error E = J ly(t) -yP(t)ldt on the neural network prediction is a measure of the probability of observing the sequence. P(s$ = B(E,E) E {O; l}, where E is the (10)
4) )
( -(11) minimal error for succesful learning. In order to determine the probability of being in strategy sz , in which the invariant is the sequence of displacement ofthe boxes, a time delay neural network is trained on the time series of hits. For instance, a sequence of move (boxl, box2, box31 results in the series H = { h , ,hz,h3}. Each hit is associated to one node. The network is fully recurrent, see Figure 5 . Each network connection is associated a time 
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The model was first tested in simulation, with the avatar playing in turn the role of demonstrator and imitator.
The model could correctly disambiguate between all five first strategies of imitation, see the example of Figure   9 . The same was confirmed using video data of human demonstration and implementing the reproduction on the ATR DB robot2, see Figure 10 and video.
Imitation of the 3rd level of imitation (5th/6th strategies), that is recognition and reproduction of a gesture, was conducted separately on human data recorded with the SenSuit recording system. The system correctly disambiguated between random gestures and highly correlated ones, such as oscillatory motions, see Figure 8 . It was, however, poorer on low correlated data (clapping hands could not be tested, as only 2Note that reprodunion of strategies s2 11 the le& arm of the DB mbot was functional during OUT visit at ATR and reaching for target anywhere in space).
V. CONCLUSION
We addressed the problem of determining which features of a manipulation task are relevant and should he imitated. We proposed a metric of the imitation performance that determines the optimal imitation strategy, based on a measure of probability of observing a particular manipulation strategy. The metric uses a linear combination of probabilities to compare the results of separate algorithms for feature extraction, applied to different datasets. The model was successfully applied to the reproduction of six manipulation tasks in a dynamic simulator and on a humanoid robot, using kinematic data of human motion.
d ) Discussion and Future Work:
Each of the methods used for discovering regularities in the data is not novel nor optimal. The novelty of this work lies in the combination of these methods to extract a higher-level form of redundancy in the datasets, that no single method could extract alone, in order to determine a general imitation metric.
The work remained simple in the manipulation tasks it addressed. We considered only planar motions of the objects, manipulation sequence of no more than three time steps, and simple gestures for manipulating objects. This simplicity was necessary in order to validate the approach. Future work will consider more complex set of data. Presently, we are conducting a systematic evaluation of the method for extracting strategy in joint space, over a larger dataset of gestures, and will implement it, in the next months, on the ATR robot.
Although we attempted to give to the imitation metric a general definition, a number of assumptions on its form remained task-specific and should be revisited in future work. The linear combination of sub-metrics might not be valid in tasks where sub-meuics are correlated. Sub-metrics should be less dataset-specific and should specify classification algorithms that extract the nature (probabilistic, sequential) of correlation across any dataset.
